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BOSS ANNOUNCES BAS-1 AMPLIFIER STAND  
Heavy-Duty Tilt-Back Stand Adjusts to Fit a Wide Variety of  

Combo Guitar Amplifiers  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hamamatsu, Japan, March 18, 2021 — BOSS announces the BAS-1 Amplifier Stand, the latest 
addition to the company's industry leading lineup of accessories for guitarists and other musicians. 
Featuring heavy-duty steel construction and wide adjustability in a portable design, the BAS-1 works 
with a variety of combo guitar amplifiers, including the Katana and Nextone models from BOSS and 
Blues Cube and other models from Roland.  
 
With its tilt-back configuration, the BAS-1 cradles a combo guitar amp at the perfect angle for 
monitoring and sound projection at home, on stage, or in the studio. The stand collapses for easy 
travel, with a locking cam and quick-release lever for fast set up and tear down. Adjustable feet 
ensure wobble-free stability when using the stand on slightly unlevel surfaces. 
 
Thanks to its unique telescoping support arm, the width of the BAS-1 can be adjusted to support 
combo guitar amps of various sizes. Users can quickly adjust the arm by pulling out the spring-
loaded handles and setting the width as needed. 
 
 
To learn more about the BAS-1 Amplifier Stand and other BOSS accessories, visit www.boss.info. 
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BAS-1 with KATANA-50 MkII Guitar Amplifier 
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About BOSS 
BOSS, a division of Roland Corporation, has achieved legendary status among guitarists, bassists, and 
vocalists with a diverse, world-leading product lineup of creative tools with exceptional sound, intuitive control, 
and rugged durability. Since 1977, BOSS's famous compact pedals have been used daily by everyone from 
beginners to touring professionals, with over 125 unique models introduced and over 16 million units sold to 
date. BOSS also leads the way with innovative gear in numerous other categories, from amplifiers, multi-
effects processors, and loopers to wireless systems, vocal effects, tuners, metronomes, rhythm machines, 
recorders, and more. For more information, visit Boss.info. 
 
 
About Roland Corporation 
For nearly 50 years, Roland’s innovative electronic musical instruments and multimedia products have fueled 
inspiration in artists and creators around the world. Embraced by hobbyists and professionals alike, the 
company’s trendsetting gear spans multiple categories, from pianos, synthesizers, guitar products, and 
electronic percussion to DJ controllers, audio/video solutions, livestreaming products, and more. As 
technology evolves, Roland continues to lead the way for gigging musicians, producers, and beatmakers, 
providing modern software-based solutions and seamless creative workflows between hardware products, 
computers, and mobile devices. For more information, visit Roland.com. 
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